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Abstract
It is well-known that the coordinate as a continuous variable, consisting of a set of all points
between 0 and L contradicts the observability of measurement. In other words there might exist a
fundamental length in nature, such as the Planck length λP , so that it is not possible to measure a
position coordinate with accuracy smaller than this fundamental length. It is therefore necessary
to investigate the formulation of quantum mechanics using only discrete variables as coordinates.
To investigate all of quantum mechanics or any branch of physics from this approach is of course a
daunting task and thus it is worthwhile to consider a specific simple problem in order to formulate
the basic ideas. In this note we compare the solutions of Schrodinger equation for one-dimensional
free particle under the usual space-time continuum with those that are obtained when space-time
is assumed to be quantized using a simple model. For this purpose, we replace the derivatives
occurring in Schrodinger equation with the corresponding discrete derivatives. We compute the
probability density (and the probability current) under the two scenarios; they turn out to be quite
different in the two cases. We also obtain the operator identity for the commutator [p, x]q under
the assumption of quantized space-time and contrast it with the usual commutator [p, x].
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1. Introduction
In elementary (non-relativistic) quantum mechanics [5], starting from the Hamiltonian of a
(one-dimensional) free particle, H =
p2
2m
, the time-dependent Schrodinger equation is obtained by
the prescription H → ih¯
∂
∂t
and p → −ih¯
∂
∂x
. The resulting partial differential equation, for the
wave function ψ(x, t),
−h¯2
2m
∂2ψ(x, t))
∂x2
= ih¯
∂ψ(x, t))
∂t
(1)
is separable. With ψ(x, t) = T (t)U(x), (1) splits into two (ordinary) differential equations in the
usual manner.
dT (t)
dt
+ iωT (t) = 0 (2)
d2U(x)
d2x
+ k2U(x) = 0 (3)
where ω =
E
h¯
and k =
√
2mE
h¯2
. The general solutions of the equations (2) and (3) are given by
Tω(t) = T0e
−iωt (4)
Uk(x) = Ae
ikx +Be−ikx (5)
The general solution of (1), (the so called plane wave solution) of the time-dependent Schrodinger
equation can be written as:
ψ(x, t) = Aei(kx − wt) +Be−i(kx+ wt) (6)
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Focusing on the plane wave moving in the positive x-direction, we have
ψ(x, t) = Aei(kx− ωt) (7)
The corresponding probability density is given by
P (x, t) = ψ∗(x, t)ψ(x, t) = |A|2 (8)
Thus the probability density is a constant, independent of x and t.
We can also compute the flux (i.e. the probability current) for the plane wave moving in the
positive direction as [2]
J(x, t) =
h¯
2im
(
ψ∗
∂ψ
∂x
−
∂ψ∗
∂x
ψ
)
(9)
= (h¯k/m)|A|2 (10)
The flux J(x, t) = (h¯k/m)|A|2 also turns out to be a constant.
Motivated in part, by the possible existence of a fundamental length in nature, such as the
Planck length λP [1], in this note we wish to solve the above Schrodinger equation for a free
particle over quantized space-time domain, and investigate what it might yield. In particular, we
would be interested in learning how the probability density and the flux might be different when
the underlying (x, t) domains are quantized.
2. Quantized Space-time
We use the word “quantized” as synonymous with discreteized. Thus our quantized x-domain
would simply be the discreteized real line given by Rλ = {jxλ|jx ∈ Z}, where λ is an unspecified
“fundamental” length, such as the Planck length [1]-[3]. The Planck length is defined as λP =√
Gh¯/c3 and has the approximate numerical value, 1.6× 10−35 meter. We shall henceforward drop
the subscript P for convenience. For simplicity, we express the quantized time domain in terms
of τ = λ/c, c being the velocity of light. Thus Rτ = {jtτ |jt ∈ Z}. Here jx and jt are arbitrary
integers. Note that for any integer jx, the quantity jxλ corresponds to a particular point on the
real line R. Similarly jtτ gives us a specific value for time t for any integer jt. The continuum limit
would thus correspond to jx →∞ while jxλ→ x would be finite. Similarly for jt and jtτ .
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With Rλ and Rτ , respectively, the domain for x and t, the differential equations (2) and (3)
become difference equations [6]:
∆T q(jtτ) + iωτT
q(jtτ) = 0 (11)
∆2U q(jxλ) + k
2λ2U q(jxλ) = 0 (12)
where the difference operator ∆ is defined as usual [6] and the superscript q indicates that we are
working with quantized space-time.
Thus we have
∆T q(jτ) = T q((j + 1)τ)− T q(jτ) (13)
∆2U q(jλ) = U q((j + 2)λ) − 2U q((j + 1)λ) + U q(jλ) (14)
Substituting for ∆T q(jτ) and ∆2U q(jλ) in (11) and (12), we get the following recursion relations:
T q((jt + 1)τ) − (1− iωτ)T
q(jtτ) = 0 (15)
U q((jx + 2)λ) − 2U((jx + 1)) + (1 + k
2λ2)U q(jxλ) = 0 (16)
The general solution of the above recursion relations can be obtained by standard methods [6] and
can be displayed as follows:
T q(jtτ) = T (0)(1 − iωτ)
jt (17)
U q(jxλ) = A(1 + ikλ)
jx +B(1− ikλ)jx (18)
With ψq(jxλ, jtτ) = T
q(jtτ)U
q(jxλ), we may refer to the above eigenfunction ψ
q(jxλ, jtτ) as a
plane wave over quantized space-time or more simply qst-plane wave.
Confining ourselves to the qst-plane wave, moving in the positive x-direction, we have
ψq(jxλ, jtτ) = A(1 + ikλ)
jx (1− iωτ)jt (19)
With ψq as above, the corresponding probability density is given by
P q(jxλ, jtτ) = ψ
q∗ψq = |A|2 (1 + k2λ2)jx(1 + ω2τ2)jt (20)
Computing the flux of ψq(jxλ, jtτ), using (9), (with partial derivative being replaced by correspond-
ing partial-difference operators), we obtain
Jq(jxλ, jtτ) = |A|
2 h¯k
m
(1 + k2λ2)jx(1 + ω2τ2)jt (21)
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Thus we note that the probability density for the plane wave over quantized space-time, P q(jxλ, jtτ)
is not uniform; in fact it is a monotonically increasing function of both jx (i.e. x) and jt (i.e. t),
with range (0,∞) for P q. Hence it becomes transparent that, for any λ > 0, the functional behavior
of P q(jxλ, jtτ) is radically different from that of P (x, t) in (8) and presents us with quite a novel
picture of the ‘plane wave’ when space-time is taken to be quantized. A similar conclusion can be
reached by comparing the flux J(x, t) as given in (10) with Jq(jxλ, jtτ) as given in (21).
The question of orthogonality and normalization will be investigated in the future.
3. The standard continuum limit: λ→ 0.
We wish to show that the limit of the eigenfunction for qst- plane wave moving in the positive
jx−direction, as λ → 0 is the eigenfunction of the plane wave (7). The limiting process that we
employ is as follows: Given a real number x, λ → 0 and jx → ∞, in such a way that jxλ → x.
Similarly, for any time t, as τ → 0 and jt →∞, jtτ → t. With this in mind, we proceed to obtain
the limit with (19). In the following “ lim ” stands for “(limλ,τ→0,jx,jt→∞,jxλ→x,jtτ→t)”
limψq(jxλ, jtτ) = limA(1 + ikλ)
jx (1− iωτ)jt
= limA(1 + ikλjx/jx)
jx (1− iωτjt/jt)
jt
= Aei(kx−ωt) (22)
Since in the limit ψq(jx, jt)→ ψ(x, t), the limiting values of probability density P
q (20) and the
flux Jq (21) are also the same as P as in (8) and J as in (10), respectively. This fact can also be
verified by examination of the corresponding expressions for (P q and P ) and (Jq and J).
4. The [p,x]-Commutator
We recall that, with the prescription, p → −ih¯
∂
∂x
, the commutator [p, x] = (px − xp), acting
on a wave function ψ(x) becomes
[p, x]ψ(x) = (px− xp)ψ(x)
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= (−ih¯)
(
d
dx
(xψ(x)) − x d
dx
ψ(x)
)
= (−ih¯)
(
ψ(x) + x d
dx
ψ(x)− x d
dx
ψ(x)
)
= (−ih¯)ψ(x) (23)
⇒
[p, x]ψ(x) = −ih¯ψ(x) (24)
We then obtain the usual operator identity: [p, x] = −ih¯.
With the goal of obtaining qst-version of the commutator, we replace the derivative operator
d
dx
by the difference operator (1/λ)∆. Then the commutator [p, x]q = (px−xp)q, acting on a qst-wave
function ψq(jλ) becomes
[p, x]q ψq(jλ) = (−ih¯) (((1/λ)∆(jλψq(jλ)) − jλ((1/λ)∆(ψ(jλ)))
= (−ih¯) (((j + 1)ψq((j + 1)λ))− jψq(jλ)) − jψq((j + 1)λ) + jψq(jλ))
= (−ih¯)ψq((j + 1)λ) (25)
Thus in the qst-case we get:
[p, x]q ψq(jλ) = (−ih¯)ψq((j + 1)λ) (26)
We introduce a “shift operator”, σ which acts on ψq(jλ) by shifting the argument of the wave
function one unit to the right i.e σψ(jλ) = ψq((j + 1)λ) Then we can restate (26) as
[p, x]ψq(jλ) = (−ih¯)σψq(jλ) (27)
This enables us to express the qst-commutator (indicated by the superscrpt q) as an operator
identity:
[p, x]q = (−ih¯)σ (28)
Referring to the equation (19), focusing on the x-varible only, we can deduce that ψq((j + 1)λ) =
(1 + i(pλ)/h¯)ψq(jλ). (Note that k = p/h¯.) Then using this we can rewrite (26) as
[p, x]q ψq(jλ) = (−ih¯)(1 + i(pλ)/h¯)ψq(jλ) (29)
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which implies the operator identity:
[p, x]q = (−ih¯)(1 + i(pλ)/h¯) (30)
We note that the right hand side is dimensionally correct and the steps leading to (30) are a direct
consequence of the discretization procedure. It is possible to introduce some dynamics into the
system and obtain a different dependence on p on the right hand side of (30), such as what would
be obtained according to quantum gravity [3].
It would be interesting to investigate the uncertainty relations that follow from the above
commutator (30). Other modified commutators [p, x] have been studied in the literature (see for
example, [4].
5. Summary
With a simple model of quantized space-time we have presented a solution of a Schrodinger
equation for a free particle. We have introduced the notion of finite differences replacing continuous
derivatives to formulate the Schrodinger equation in describing the free particle. Comparison of
our qst-solution in (19), with the usual plane wave solution (7), reveals significant differences for
the probability density, P (x, t) and the probability current J(x, t)) in the two cases. Whereas for
plane wave function, P (x, t) and J(x, t)) are constant, for the qst-plane wave, P q(jxλ, jtτ) and
Jq(jxλ, jtτ) are both monotonically (exponentially) increasing functions (with range (0,∞)), of
integers jx and jt that are used to describe the quantized space time in our model. We have also
shown in (28) how the commutator operator [x, p] is modified in our model of quantized space-time.
In view of the above noted differences that illustrate the properties of a free particle solution of
Schrodinger equation with x, t domains as continuum versus x, t domains as quantized, it would be
interesting to compare the results for other problems of quantum mechanics under these two models
for space-time. We are aware that it is a daunting task to formulate all of quantum mechanics in
quantized space-time. But we should be able to solve some of the elementary problems in our
model of quantized space-time. While we should not expect to be able to easily formulate a future
quantum theory with these investigations, based on a simplistic model of quantized space-time, but
it is expected that an understanding of these examples under a simple model would be helpful.
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